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What is Roomers?What is Roomers?
All contributors to Roomers are local residents or former 
residents of rooming houses, private hotels or supported 
residential services in St Kilda, South and Port Melbourne 
and Elwood.

The Roomers Project recruits local writers, artists, 
photographers, journalists and cartoonists to work as 
volunteer mentors with contributors.

Mentors meet with resident contributors to assist them 
with their creative material. Roomers is distributed free 
to residents of rooming houses, private hotels and 
supported accommodation across the City of Port Phillip.

If you would like to become a contributor or mentor 
please contact Philippa on 0413 024 528 or leave a 
message on 9531 1954 or write to: PO Box 57 Elwood 
3184 or send us an email: roomersmag@yahoo.com.au

Roomers worker: Philippa Armstrong
Production coordinator: Bill Poon

Project Steering Group:
Anne Laffan, St Kilda Community Housing; Kate Daddo, 
Port Phillip Community Group and Valerie Wilson, 
Sacred Heart Mission.

Credits:
Design + layout: Bill Poon
Front and back cover: Debbie Lustig
Photography: Debbie Lustig
Artwork: Mandy Ord, Dave Faulkner, Warwick 
Knight and John King.

Contributors:
Wendy Butler, Warwick Knight, John King, Dave 
Faulkner, Mandy Ord, Paul Harper, Damuj, George 
Hall, Fred Dugina, MaryGrace, Janet de Longville, 
Lindsay Learhinan, David Hughes, Jo Hennessy, Rose 
Higgins, Dorene Dee Fisher, John Kirkland, Simon 
Sewell, Martine Rigby, Jack Chadwick, Bevan Kirkland 
and Brigitte Belcourt.

Roomers is published under the auspices of the Elwood/St 
Kilda Neighbourhood Learning Centre Inc.

The articles and artwork presented in this magazine 
do not necessarily represent the views of the Project 
Steering Group or the auspicing organisation.

No responsibility or liability will be accepted  for any  loss 
or damage which may result from inaccuracy or omission 
with respect to any of the material contained herein.

thanks tothanks to
our generous friends of Roomers:
Kerrie Webster
Deb Watson
Joan Dwyer
Bruce Fisher
Andy Jackson
Reid’s Guest House
Lindy Gilham
Susan Collett
New Farm Neighbourhood Centre
SVDP Glenroy

our lovely and talented mentors:
Catherine Watkins
Judith Lucy
Jim May
And our many new mentors to be introduced soon

and our supporters:
City of Yarra
St Kilda Library staff
Tony Birch
3CR Radio
John Kirkland for his superior typing skills
Arts Victoria

There’s no way we could do it without you.



WRITINGWRITING
WORKSHOPSWORKSHOPS
Our weekly writing workshops kick off for the year Our weekly writing workshops kick off for the year 
on Tuesday 1st February from 1on Tuesday 1st February from 1..30 - 330 - 3..3030 pm pm. The . The 
workshopworkshops ares are held in the Community Room at St  held in the Community Room at St 
Kilda Library, 150 Carlisle St. You don’t need to book Kilda Library, 150 Carlisle St. You don’t need to book 
or ring; you just need to turn up. The workshops or ring; you just need to turn up. The workshops 
are free and open to everyone. They are a great are free and open to everyone. They are a great 
way to unearth and polish your creative writing way to unearth and polish your creative writing 
skills with a friendly bunch of people, amazing tutors skills with a friendly bunch of people, amazing tutors 
and afternoon tea. We are always looking for new and afternoon tea. We are always looking for new 
people so please drop in on us. Some of the writers people so please drop in on us. Some of the writers 
confirmed to run workshops next year are Kate confirmed to run workshops next year are Kate 
Holden, Tony Birch, Andy Jackson and Lee Kofman. Holden, Tony Birch, Andy Jackson and Lee Kofman. 
It’s going to be an amazing year.It’s going to be an amazing year.

Hi and welcomeHi and welcome  
to the last Roomers magazine for 2010. This is the biggest 
edition ever and is crammed full with stories, poems, 
cartoons and photos. In fact, we’ve squeezed in so much 
this time round, there’s barely any room for me to get a 
word in. We’ve also expanded the community information 
pages at the back of the magazine. Have a look. Maybe 
2011 is the year for you to join a theatre group, an art 
class, a cooking class or to do yoga.

As our slogan states, Roomers is created by residents for 
residents. If you have any ideas or flashes of inspiration on 
how the mag could evolve please tell me. Write to me or 
ring me up or even better turn up to the weekly writing 
workshops.

The theme for this edition is nature. Mother Nature, 
human nature, the nature of things ... And speaking of 
nature, summer is shaping up to be a long and hot one. 
As the temperature in our rooms rise, finding somewhere 
cool can be difficult, particularly over January when lots of 
programs and services close down. Public libraries can be 
a haven. They are free, they are air-conditioned, they offer 
books, newspapers, magazines, CDs, DVDs, free internet - 
hey can you tell I used to be a librarian?

Roomers will be shutting down over January and the 
workshops will resume on Tuesday 1st February. Until 
then, happy reading and happy writing and see you in the 
New Year.

All the best
PhilippaPhilippa

photos this page by Debbie Lustig

Mandy Ord (cartoonist)



St 
Kilda
by Martine Rigby

St Kilda is the place to be
St Kilda sits beside the sea
All types of people
all walks of life
some in mansions
some in strife
There’s pros n cons
n buskers too
Lots of restaurants and clubs
always something to do
the Espy pub’s a Sunday arvo
Luna Park and Barkly St for gelato
There’s North and East and South and West
But Central St Kilda's where I like it best!

photos this page by Debbie Lustig

I Was In Love Once
by Rose Higgins

I was in love once!
It was long ago, in a foreign country called the past.
You can’t go there anymore.
I just tried to renew my passport.
The Embassy was closed.
I peered in the window, wearing badges marked 
"searcher" and "yearning".
But the info booths were deserted.
I enquired nearby, but no one spoke my language.
I rang the Enquiry Number.
She said, "there’s no airline flying there anymore".
"What a shame," I sighed. "I've left so many friends 
back there".
Suddenly, she put me on hold.
While I waited, I heard Vera Lynn singing
"We’ll meet again
Don’t know where. Don’t know when."
I waited; filled with hopeful anticipation ... till I heard 
(click) ... "Lost and Found Department, who’s calling,
please?"
But I've changed so much, no one knew me,
not even the
Cleaner (who always knew more!)
"Didn't you used to be called Foreign Affairs?" asked I.
"That Department was swept away by the winds of
Change, last April Fool’s Day" said she.
As I hung up the phone, I had a brilliant notion.
To solve my perplexing quandary.
There's no need to sail the oceans.
But instead, discover the heartlands within.



cartoon by Dave Faulkner



A Big Night
by Paul Harper

a big night

a brief walk through a depressed suburb
& he finds himself under a launch pad under a moon rocket festooned
with sacks of spuds
a right flicker to the right a fireproof suit hurrying off with two red
briefcases

fades to black & white & someone trying the old rope tied to saddle & jail
window routine

it works

he strides through the wall & on the saddle of a blue pushbike hurtling
downhill toward a river

grasshoppers hopping across the bike path

from across the lakes an easterly cool at the end of a day both long
& blistering

a mysterious gap

a phone call
& some idiot sends him whoop whoop to find a Christmas tree in a car boot

no hot water he thinks as he cracks a beer open & wanders
into his lounge room

& the dazzle of her party whites

In And Outhouse Issues
by Damuj

From issue to issue, here at Roomers our writers try 
to express and transform words into feelings. For 
some time there has been a considerable amount of 
feedback to Roomers - that its content has too many 
memorials throughout each issue.

Some say it appears to make the magazine dark and 
at times depressing. Then I ask myself, “is this an 
issue?"
 
Well. Yes of course it is. But it’s not all dark doom 
and gloom. In fact the sun shines bright as I write for 
Roomers. Why is it an issue?

Because these are real stories, of real people, with 
real lives, living in real poverty in Australia.

Our homeless; with many of them living out lives in 
boarding and rooming houses, unseen, often hidden 
away from the broader community’s eye.

A large majority of these people live life in crisis, 
surrounded by desperate issues experienced 
throughout their life and often left in silence, suffering 
with poverty and mental health problems.

For many living in these conditions, it’s so hard to get 
recognition when labelled by society as the Homeless 
Hobo.

There are so many people who feel they have been 
let down by a failing system or just fallen through the 
cracks. Eventually they can end up on their own and 
forgotten about, with lack of support. So yes! This is 
an issue.

It’s an issue that too many of our homeless 
sisters or bro’s go out this way, with their lives 
unacknowledged within our community and often 
under very sad circumstances. So therefore, I think 
Roomers gives that opportunity for a small but 
meaningful memorial to our fallen brothers and 
sisters and hopefully a small legacy left behind to be 
remembered.

And now I ask you, is this an issue you share too? Or 
is it just issue 43 of the forty third edition?



Untitled
by Fred Dugina

Yesterday when I was young
I went to hospital, nothing to get done
There was a doctor I’d never met
And he may as well have been a vet.
He didn’t know me,
I didn’t know him.
In 5 minutes he tried to get in my skin.
But he didn’t know how.

A Moment In Time
by Lindsay Learhinan

I think I’ll catch an hour
and turn it into two
I think I’ll grow a flower and turn it into you
I’ll munch upon a cloud
and suck a river dry
I’ll be ashamed and proud
I’ll eat a piece of sky

I’ll write myself a moment
and look into your eyes
I’ll turn you to a flavour
the colour of the sky

I’ll build us both a tree
I’ll grow us both a house
I’ll turn into you
you’ll turn into me

I’ll buy us some nirvana
make no apologies
And coat ourselves in karma
and float upon the breeze

Turn me upside down and look me in the eye
It’s good to see you back
It’s good to see you smile

Eat a glass of water
Drink a lemon tree
Swim upon the desert
Walk upon the sea

Walk upon a rainbow
Hang around the stars
Have sex with Yoko Ono
Ride a bike on Mars!

Stumpy
by Fred Dugina

The girls were all in a tizz when I got home. “It’s a monster 
... it’s - there’s a monster in the backyard.”
I bravely went out to investigate - nothing there. Then 
two days later while gardening I met Stumpy. Stumpy was 
what you’d call a stump-tailed or shingleback lizard. With 
what looks like a head at each end and a slow and sweet 
disposition. He moved into the backyard and he slept in 
the compost, where I made him a sort of tunnel house he 
could retire into when he’d gotten slick and fat on flower 
petals and snails.
That’s when me and Stumpy, we hit the road. Taking our 
chances and carrying our load. Where Stumpy humped his 
swag, I humped along too.

It’s Cool To Whinge 
When It’s Hot
by Bevan

Nursing an ice-cold beer, he lets his eyes lazily wander out 
of the windows. Since the midday sun is scorching the red 
earth outside, he’s thankful he’s being caressed by ice-
cold air gushing from out of the air-conditioning outlets. 
Still, the heat doesn’t worry him too much cos like most 
people, he has to have something to whinge about.

photo by Debbie Lustig



the rolls royce of feathers
the opposite of vegemite
pumpkins dance at the country club
a platypus in a cape

the night of the four ton rice cake
a breakaway faction of rebel archaeologists
a milk can tuned to c major
the night of the four ton rice cake
detail seven

the night of the four ton rice cake
a nameless stranger appears among the tumbleweeds
to challenge the moral order

the night of the four ton rice cake
twenty two matthews
sixteen jarrods
dozens of green ears
how a moth becomes a boat

the girl who swallows bees
the night of the four ton rice cake
you are a small round vegetable

the night of the four ton rice cake
katie takes charge

the night of the four ton rice cake
a trader with a very fat finger
thongs are the new sunglasses

the night of the four ton rice cake
the winter of our disconnect

the night of the four ton rice cake
the night of the four ton rice cake
the night of the four ton rice cake
time is a long pair of trousers

the night of the four ton rice cake
the most gorgeous mistake

the night of the four ton rice cake
lemon stuffed with gunpowder
silence is an extra twenty

the night of the four ton rice cake
the boy who climbed into the moon
skips a sports car across a lake
duncans mystery structure
fourteen thousand ponchos
dr octopus
a certain unpronounceable volcano
sixty thousand womens tall boots
district B 13
the cold lobby

in business as in breakfast fried eggs have fragile yokes

The Night Of The Four Ton Rice Cake
by Paul Harper

cartoon by John King



The Best Little SRS in Town
by Bevan

This is my family living at Acland Grange, a Special 
Residential Service (SRS).

In alphabetical order, first comes Agnes. Who 
loves Molly her cat. Agnes's silver hair shines in the 
sunlight.

Alan is next. With a thousand mile stare I think he is 
thinking about life.

Christopher is into everything electrical. He knocks 
on my door, asking me to fix his computer.

Danny goes everywhere. He wakes me up in 
the morning, and is forever telling us about all his 
girlfriends.

Deon is a pleasant chap. He leaves early and comes 
home late from work.

Geraldine has the bark of a dog and a heart of gold.

Irene is very quiet and has a wonderful smile.

James talks loud, bumps into everything. But is no 
trouble.

Sadly, Julie passed away peacefully. She was a friendly 
giver and will be sadly missed by everybody.

Lee, our mother, can be strict and also as soft as a 
baby’s bum.

Neil walks very fast and likes current affair programs 
on TV.

Mary, the resident romantic, has words of wisdom. 
She likes to wear colourful clothes, too.

Maya, our cook, is everything. Her beauty doesn't 
betray her age. She is delightful.

Max is my second father, which is saying everything.

Naomi is like the moon, when it waxes and wanes.

Paul is a true gentleman and likes to mind his own 
business.

Beautiful Pat talks to the birds and asks where all the 
men are.

Steve says very little. He likes to read and watch TV.

Wondrous Renu has dark hypnotic eyes and takes 
over when Lee is away.

As our resident genius, Stezzo thinks fast and talks 
slow.

Tom loves everybody. Sometimes he sits out front 
and greets everybody too.

Our best wishes go out to Warner who is in 
hospital right now.

As people tend to come and go, please forgive As people tend to come and go, please forgive 
me if me if II've missed anybody.'ve missed anybody.

photo by Debbie Lustig



Where's The Bell Hop?
by Rose Higgins

I'll pay you to love me.
I’ll be, like money in the bank!
Where's the Bell-Hop?

I'll pay you to love me,
as long as I don’t have to be there, fully!
Where's the Bell-Hop?

I'll pay you to love me,
It might come in handy one day ...
Where's the Bell-Hop?

I'll pay you to love me,
we'll keep it in cold storage.
Till my need equals yours!
Where's the Bell-Hop?

I'll pay you to love me,
but don't say the 'L word.'
Don't cry for me.
Don't reach for me,
till I can climb your stairs to reach you ...
Where's the Bell-Hop?
I have so much baggage!

Hi-Lo
by MaryGrace Levakis, 

When I see you
I feel so high - so high!
Like a balloon filled with helium
Floating about the sky.
When I cannot see you
I feel so low - so low!
Like a balloon filled with helium
floating down to earth
when it finally bursts.

So high - so low. High! Low!
Well - Hi there - Hallo.
Did she pass on my message
when I tried to speak to you on the phone?
I said, "tell him I just rang to say hallo."
Only if it was you who had answered
you can be sure I’d be saying
much, much more than just "Hallo."

Little Boys   by Jo Henn

Little boys with pale, grey faces,
Little boys with fearful eyes,
Little boys going through their paces,
Learning their lines to hide the lies.
Little boys with inside screaming
Little boys with hidden lives,
Little lives which have no meaning,
And horror in their sad archives.
Little boys left unattended,
Little boys left all alone,
Little boys who can’t be mended,
When tears dry up and turn to stone.
Little boys who drip with shame,
With nowhere left to hide,
Little boys with hidden tears,
And no one on their side.
Little boys who have no names,
Abandoned and alone,
Little boys who have no claims,
Or soul left of their own.
Little boys who are found dead,
Killed in the name of care,
Little boys who live instead,
Trapped within their lair.
Little boys lined up in rows,
Hand-picked to be prey,
Little boys in grown up men,
The boys of yesterday.
Little boys who have no one,
And somehow have to cope,
Little boys already done
With joy, prospects or hope
Little boys, just little toys,
Who no one will defend,
Little boys whose pain remains,
Until the very end.
Little boys far too ashamed,
To make eye contact with another,
Little boys who are unnamed,
Someone’s little brother.

Little boys who only le
Life hurts beyond belie
Little boys all bruised a  
Numbed out by their g
Little boys who hold t  
Inside them like a lung
Candles burnt then all  
Nooses tied and hung.
Little boys inside the m
Who fill up all our jails
Little boys who way ba  
Were made as hard as 
Little boys who have n  
No comfort, peace or 
Little boys who learn t  
Fear those from above
Little boys who never 
What love really mean
Whose carers are the  
And nothing’s as it see
Little boys just seen as 
Who dwell outside the 
Little boys who walk t  
Abandoned to the cor
Little boys with anguis  
Little boys with pleadi  
Little boys in big bad p
Little boys with inside 
Little boys in scary bas
Little boys with so mu  
Little boys in damaged 
Little boys who take th  
Little boys who’s bodi  
Bruised, abused and so
Little boys who learn t  
Yet always yearn for m
Little boys who work t  
Driven by  rejection,
Little boys we rarely m
Boys with no connecti



      nessy

Little boys with smelly hands,
Abuse at their own leisure,
Little boys just little strands,
Victims for their pleasure.
Some little boys grow up to be,
Men who lash out and rape,
Violence and sex is all they see,
No chances for escape.
Little boys whose lives are rough,
Who reek of desperation
Little boys taught to be tough,
With painful expectations.
Little boys with inside tears,
Exploited for their youth
Little boys with inside fears,
Their pain the only proof.
Little boys who know no peace,
Who can't control their fate,
Little boys become deceased,
Or their fear turns to hate.
Little boys who do decide,
To become the very best,
Escape a life of turmoil,
And let their demons rest.
So spare a thought for little boys,
Whose lives are full of sorrow,
Little boys just little toys,
With no hope for tomorrow.
Spare a thought for those so broken,
By time in so-called care,
For all those hearts and words unspoken,
For lives grossly unfair.
Little boys in grown-up men,
Behind white painted doors,
Little boys who way back when,
Were damaged to their cores.
Little boys with pale grey faces,
Little boys with fearful eyes,
Little boys going through their paces,
Learning their lines to hide the lies.
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Wasted Winter
by Bevan

Hot summer was tripping,
When old autumn got hit.
Cold winter is skipping,
Seeing young spring do it.

When I was nineteen. I was taken to a seclusion 
ward. Where the beginning of many adventures 
sort of was.

I could write quite a bit about the memories of 
those four weeks, those times.

As though yesterday as though stored in my 
memory.
One of the memories (I digress because I was 
lucky my mind had already formed so recovery 
was sort of swift).

One of those memories was the presence of 
peacocks in the gardens of the big old building's 
grounds. They are a beautiful creature.

artwork and text by Warwick Knight



Nature Girl
by Wendy Butler

The willows aren’t there anymore,
Only in my mind are they draped.
Limbs outstretched across the river
reaching out for the other side.

The leaves drip into the muddy water
rippling and glinting into the sun,
then float away like small boats
to places unknown.

Mum reclines on a branch
long limbs outstretched
watching my father below
breathe life into a fire.

We gather twigs and leaves
play hide and seek behind the hospital
while Dad cuts and cooks the fish
and my older brother boils the billy.

The scene is recorded in our photo album
sepia, carefully coloured in
With a loving hand
by my big brother Brian.

Mum in shorts and scanty top
showing off her lovely legs
as beautiful and unspool as the river
and like the willows long gone.

cartoon created collaboratively by the Roomers group



Lost Senses
by Simon

I had for many years, from the age of about ten, 
gone to Mount Buller, skiing.

The various ski runs were familiar to me. In the 
morning I had set out for the summit, it was a 
two and a half to three hour trek. I hit a small 
commercial licensed chalet at the foot of the peak, 
and had a generous cup of gluhwein.  

Gluhwein is a hot-spiced wine drink. The sun was 
out, and it, my clothing and the sun’s reflection from 
the snow had me perspiring freely when I reached 
the top.

I looked down the mountain across the various ski 
runs, with many dotted like ants below. There was 
a gentle breeze and Mount Stirling was somewhere 
across the valley. And though I was well above the 
tree line, there was still a light aroma from the 
snow gums.

I set off from the top, for an exhilarating whoosh 
down the first part of the slope, thought about 
another gleiwein but continued.

It clouded over and then the white-out; visibility 
was now down to ten metres or less. I pulled up 
and wandered around seeking the next snow pole. 
Snow poles, some eight feet high are placed at 
fifty-metre intervals down the slope as guidance. So 
I continued skiing for ten seconds to try and find 
the next one. Still visibility almost nil, maybe i had 
missed the last snow pole. The wind had come up, 
and though hot before, I was now getting very cold. 
With no visual points of reference and downhill 
veering off into different angles.  Better stop for a 
bit. And review the situation.

photo by Debbie Lustig



She Was
Only Nineteen
by Simon

She was young, slim, tall, blonde and attractive. She 
lived only a few streets away in St Kilda. I miss her! 
Frequently she would drop by for a drink, lunch or 
dinner. And would sometimes leave to do a couple 
of tricks and then purchase a cap of heroin. On one 
occasion she looked at me, said Simon I am only 
nineteen - will be dead by twenty-two. She was 
almost to the day. I do not think she took her own 
life as she was not prone to depression; it was more 
like an accidental OD. As I said before, I miss her.

Though it speaks of some symbology.
Mostly I think it’s just pretty.
Free and oh I forgot the honey bee.
Yet there’s flowers you see?

artwork and text by Warwick Knight

I Need A 
Bathroom With 
A Lock
by MaryGrace Levakis, 

I need a bathroom with a lock
I need one with radio and a clock
So I can play music to sing along
So my rendition is not wrong
I need a bathroom with a bath
To soak inside when things get tough
To soak inside to read a book
With illustrations for me to look
With nibbles beside me on a tray
A drink or two wouldn’t go astray
The wealthy have a swim in their pool
The poor should have a bath to soak into
A bubble bath to soak away their cares
Should be routine for workers everywhere
Oh give me a bathroom with a lock
For private times, where others don’t flock.

photo by Debbie Lustig

Roomerations
by Brigitte Belcourt

When my mum died, I was living in a 
Rooming House. I met my boyfriend Steve
when I was living in a Rooming House. We 
used to go for lunch at Sacred Heart Mission. 
We used to go out a lot as well. I moved 
to Scottsdale three years later. I have been 
living at Scottsdale for ten years. The meals 
there are very good. We get three meals a 
day. We also get morning and afternoon tea. 
There are a lot of activities as well.



The Blue Room
by Janet De Longville

It was a room of many different blues. Azures, ming, 
mid and pale with two blue framed pictures of the 
Greek Islands on the wall.

In this room were four blue fabric chairs with 
chrome - evenly spaced - with a table in the middle.

It seemed to have a welcoming warm sense saying 
“come in”. It was quite beautiful to the senses.

It was an interview room. It was in this room I was 
to be told something I didn’t want to hear.

My birth daughter Beth didn’t want me to exchange 
any more letters as she didn’t like being reminded 
that she was adopted.

As my world was fast slipping away, my brain felt 
bombarded with every word the worker said. And 
in such a beautiful room too. I knew I wouldn’t 
“breathe” again until I was out in the street feeling 
the breeze on my face and body to bring me freedom 
from those words - or wounds.

Now it is some weeks later and I’ve shed my tears 
and had some chin-wags and I know I’m OK.  I’m 
sorry she feels that way but I understand as I too 
don’t like the words “mental illness”. I know I’ve had 
my “head in the sand” as I haven’t heard from her in 
18 months. Everyone moves on.

Still the very thought of her brings a smile to my lips.

photo by Debbie Lustig
The
Grandfather
by Dorene Fisher

Even at 80 years of age, tall and proud 
He stood, a solid straight back, shoulders 
back
as he raised his arm, hand outstretched. 
The three-piece suit old and slightly shiny.

He wore a tie and a hat. All blue, dark.
A shining scalp revealed after
the hat had been removed. His legs 2gether,
blue eyes, a straight nose, pale, wrinkled skin.

He found a place in the crowd and
started 2 recite a poem he had written.
His thin lips opened, a loud but feeble
voice began 2 share his work.

“The sun in the sky
The blue bird begins its flight.
Anyway it flew, into the clouds.
It begins to rain.
The blue bird will not be seen again.”

The poem ends as suddenly as it starts.
He lowers his hand and stares blankly
around the room. Noone stares back.
He walks to the nearest chair and
sits down. He has had his moment.

My grandfather was known 2 do this at
every event he attended.

Nature
by an ordinary Joe in a rooming house

Nature is about the property of things 
including facts about the materials themselves. 
With respect to people, nature relates to 
personality. With respect to the environment, 
nature is more primary: trees, animals etc. 
“the true nature of the world is what and 
where it’s at.”
(Essence is more profound)
(I’ve got a different access point and different 
processor: brain)



cartoon created collaboratively by the Roomers group

Lost
by Brigitte Belcourt

A time when you were lost would be maybe when you’re bushwalking.
If you’re lost, you would be found.
If you’re saved, you might get lost.
A sense of hearing is important when you’re lost.
A sense of touch is important as well.
If you can’t see, you wouldn’t get lost because if you can’t see, you wouldn’t be bushwalking.

Nature
by David Hughes

Nature has two categories of meaning with me. 
Mother Nature and Human Nature.

Just as Rumpole’s spouse in a 1980s TV program 
was “she who must be obeyed” so it is with Mother 
Nature in the longer term. It’s called karma. Given 
the Gaia hypothesis, and humans generally sending 
out vibes of disrespect for life, “wobbles” may 
develop in a mysterious way, galactic intolerances 
reflected in movements of asteroids, say. Apollo 
objects and Angel object. (Apollo objects can be 
large but orbit the Sun, only relatively near the Earth. 
While Angel objects are generally smaller even if they 
do orbit between the Earth and the Moon.)

There was a comet called Shoemaker Levy 9 that 
crashed into the next planet out from us except one; 
Jupiter  in 1994. Check out Isaac Asimov’s new guide 
to Science.

Looking back from some possible futures it will be 
seen that Human Nature is fraught - and not to be 
trusted.

Zeitgeist also includes earth wide perceptional 
energies.

In fact virtually every known or hypothetical thought 
process can find a place under one “psychological 
system” or another.

It does not include telepathy with non-humans. “A 
little bird whispered in my ear” and “my dog almost 
talks to me” are both colourful phrases only.



Uncle 
Jimmy
by unknown US soldier, adapted by Geroge Hall

‘Twas the night before Christmas, he lived all alone.
In a one bedroom house made of plaster and stone.
I had come down the chimney with presents to give
And to see just who in this home did live.

I looked all about, a strange sight I did see.
No tinsel, no presents, not even a tree.
No stocking by mantle, just boots filled with sand,
On the wall hung pictures of faraway lands.

With medals and badges, awards of all kinds.
A sober thought came through my mind.
For this house was different, it was dark and dreary,
I’d found the house of a soldier, once I could see clearly.

The soldier lay sleeping, silent, alone,
Curled up on the floor, of this one bedroom home.
The face was so gentle, the room in such disorder,
Not how I pictured an Australian soldier.

Was he the hero of whom I’d just read?
Curled up on a poncho the floor for a bed?
I realised the families I saw this night,
Owed their lives to these soldiers who were willing to fight.

Soon round the world the children would play.
And grown-ups would celebrate a bright Christmas Day.
They all enjoyed freedom each month of the year,
Because of the soldiers like the one lying here.

I couldn’t help wonder how many lay alone,
On a cold Christmas Eve in a land far from home.
The very thought brought a tear to my eye,
And I dropped to my knees and I started to cry.

The soldier awakened and I heard a rough voice,
Santa don’t cry, this life is my choice.
I fight for freedom, I don’t ask for more,
My life is my God, my country, my corps.

Infatuated 
Again
by MaryGrace Levakis

I write his name
all over the dusty window pane
before wiping it off again
with the liquid polish
squirt his name all over the floor
and then polish it off.
Decorate his name
With the creamy mayonnaise
before munching and crunching
my salad and potato cake.
I’m not really interested in my food anymore
I just play around
with my spoon and fork
wish I could get him off my brain
but I’m infatuated again.
There are many more
Important issues to think about
but all I can do is moon about.

Think of him - who’s he with
and what he’s doing now.

I really have to get him off my mind,
bet he doesn’t think
of me all the time.
Bet he doesn’t even
know I exist.
But I simply can’t
resist thinking of him.
Wonder if there’s 
Any hope left for 
me?

For a nanosecondFor a nanosecond
The cresting waveThe cresting wave
Is at peaceIs at peace

by Jack Chadwick



Melting PotMelting Pot

Each Monday evening the St Kilda Community 
Kitchen project brings together public housing 
tenants and Port Phillip residents to cook and share 
dinner. The dinners are free and open to anyone. 
Community development worker Josh Morshead 
said the dinners were helping bridge the gap between 
rich and poor and attracting people from a range of 
backgrounds. "It's helping people to see they're not 
actually that different," he said.

The Community Kitchen is funded by Port Phillip 
Council and organised by Port Phillip Community 
Group. For more information call Josh Morshead on 
0437 006 420.

News from Port Phillip Community GroupNews from Port Phillip Community Group

We will be closed from Friday 24th December to 
Tuesday 3rd January. We wish all Roomers readers a 
warm Season's Greetings! 

Things to look forward to in the new year:

•	 Bushwalks and the fantastic Five Minutes of Fame 
start up again in February

•	 Alma Road will be having an open day of fun, 
feasting and fabulous neighbourliness

•	 Stencil Art Needs You - every Thursday at 10.30 
am, 161 Chapel St, St Kilda

•	 Summer is coming - get your ‘Heatwave Kit’ from 
Tullia at Port Phillip Community Group

And keep an eye out for all  our other activities

We can offer help with:

•	 Financial and debt problems
•	 Someone to speak on your behalf
•	 Information and support
•	 Rooming house problems
•	 Legal problems
•	 Community education
•	 Centrelink problems
•	 Tenancy problems
•	 No interest loans

All services provided are free and confidential. No 
appointment necessary except for the St Kilda Legal 
Service and financial counselling.

Port Phillip Community Group
161 Chapel Street, St Kilda. Telephone 9534 0777.

Songwriting and Music WorkshopsSongwriting and Music Workshops
Wednesdays 1 to 4pm, South Melbourne.
Songwriting, music and performance workshops.  
A friendly social environment to create music and 
make new friends.  Working with our fabulous music 
artists Pete Satchell (Dallas Crane) and Helen Begley. 
Sol Green Community Centre, cnr Coventry and 
Montague St, South Melbourne. 
$5 per person per week. Refreshments provided.
Contact Phil Heuzenroeder 0402 812 428 / (03) 9326 
9970 / phil@wildatheart.org.au



SIP’s Snapshot of St KildaSIP’s Snapshot of St Kilda

The St Kilda Inclusion Project (SIP) is a community 
based programme that is funded by the City of Port 
Phillip and the State Government to improve people’s 
life choices.  

SIP ran an eight week Community Leadership 
Training Program last year where people learnt 
communication skills and how to speak in public.  
There have also been opportunities for employment, 
training, volunteering or study.  

Some of us went on to train in research techniques 
such as interviewing for a further six weeks. We 
wanted to talk with people who usually hadn’t the 
opportunity to voice personal opinions. So we 
went out to such places as 101 Drop In Centre, 
The Gatwick and various rooming houses to collect 
information. The questions explored whether people 
felt like they belonged and were treated well in St 
Kilda.

We discovered that many people interviewed felt like 
they belonged within the St Kilda community (73%) 
and were treated well overall (67%).  The reasons 
included good experiences with services, locals and 
being around like minded people. Those who felt they 
weren’t treated well mentioned the negative attitudes 
and behaviours of others, the masses of yuppies who 
come to St Kilda and bad experiences with the police. 
They thought that these bad experiences were often 
due to how they looked and where they lived.

A full report will be available soon. If you are 
interested in this research or want to find out more 
about what SIP does, call Ant or Robyn on 9209 
6694.

What is Five Minutes of Fame ?What is Five Minutes of Fame ?
Five Minutes of Fame is an inclusive open mic event 
run four times a year by Port Phillip Community 
Group.

The idea of Five Minutes of Fame is that everyone has 
talent. Irrespective of poverty, mental illness, etc, we 
should be given the opportunity to hop up in front of 
a microphone and express ourselves and showcase 
our talents. Everybody who attends is encouraged to 
participate, but there is no pressure to do so.

Nobody cares whether somebody sings out of tune 
or whatever, as long as they enjoy hopping up and 
having a go.  

There are a lot of ‘gold’ performances that make 
their way into the mix.

Everyone is fed good food without having to pay and 
is entertained well!  What more could one ask for?!
Watch out for next year's dates ...

SPARC THEATRESPARC THEATRE
are looking for new members in are looking for new members in 
2011 for their weekly theatre group2011 for their weekly theatre group

SPARC 
Theatre - 
How does 
that work? 
Sparc Theatre 
meets every 
Wednesday 
at 10 am in a 
hall in South 
Melbourne 
where 
members 
explore, 
rehearse and 
refine their 
performance, 
percussion 
and acting 
skills. Theatre 
games and 
workshop 
techniques are embraced with a generosity of 
performance and willingness to experiment. SPARC 
members are all people who live in supported 
accommodation and rooming houses. Come along 
and try it out. For more information call Cathy on 
92096530.

photo by Paul Dunn



It’s easy to get published in Roomers. If you are a rooming house resident, 
or you’ve lived in one at some stage, we want to publish you.

Send us your:
Stories • Comics • Photos • Drawings • Scribbles • Recipes • Songs!

We want it all!
Send it to Roomers

PO Box 57, Elwood 3184 Or roomersmag@yahoo.com.au

You can be published anonymously but please include contact details so we can get in touch.

YOUR NAME
COULD BE HERE!


